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Indian Institute of Management Ranchi
Suchana Bhawan, Audrey House Campus, Meur's Road
Ranchi, Jharkhand, INDIA- 834 008
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Greetings from Indian Institute of Management
Ranchi (IIM Ranchi)!

E

stablished in 2010, IIM Ranchi is the ninth in the
prestigious IIM family of management schools
established by the Government of India. IIM
Ranchi commenced operations in July 2010 under the
mentorship of IIM Calcutta (IIMC). The culture set up by
IIMC and the strategic guidance of IIM Ranchi Governing
Board helped the Institute to become one of the fastest
growing IIMs.
IIM Ranchi believes in the holistic development of
its students. We impart value based education that
stresses humility, honesty and hard work. We also try
to instil social sensitivity in the minds of the students.
Our students are well-rounded and have a high level of
maturity to address issues and concerns of current and
emerging business scenarios.
IIM Ranchi offers two Post Graduate Programmes
(PGP) in Management as two years full-time residential
programmes viz. Master of Business Administration
(MBA) and Master of Business Administration in Human
Resource Management (MBA-HRM). It also offers Post
Graduate Programme in Management for Executives
(PGEXP) and Doctoral Programme in Management
(FPM). Currently, the combined strength of students of all
four programmes is about 700.
We have established the International Relations Office
(IRO) for building global relationship with various
international institutes/universities of repute through
collaborations and by bilateral exchanges for students and

faculty. Such engagements will increase opportunities
of teaching, joint educational and research initiatives,
working with partner institutions on topics of mutual
interest and will facilitate best practice sharing between
faculty members of partner institutions.
The IRO also serves as a base for the Institute’s
international initiatives, which is dedicated to provide
information, orientation, counselling and overall support
to all international students on campus throughout their
stay in Ranchi. It assists in building strong international
collaborative relationships that extend the Institute’s
mission. It facilitates individual international student, in
cross-cultural adaptability and helps them to adjust to
their new cultural and social environments.
We have already entered into partnerships with
Alberta School of Business, Canada; Asian Institute of
Technology, Thailand; Alba Graduate Business School,
Greece; Audencia Nantes School of Management,
France; Chittagong Independent University, Bangladesh;
National Chengchi University, Taiwan; EMLYON Business
School, Cedex, France; Purdue University, USA and
The American Business School of Paris, France. More
institutes have shown interest in exchange programmes
and discussions are in progress in different stages.
We shall be happy to host your students at IIM Ranchi.
Best regards,
Prof. Shailendra Singh
Director
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Welcome

I

ndian Institute of Management Ranchi (IIM Ranchi), which commenced
its operations in July 2010, is the ninth in the prestigious IIM family of
management schools established in India with the support of union
government.
Global education plays an important part in inculcating knowledge, skills
and attitudes needed in this multicultural society. Exchange programs
provide students with an opportunity to study in a different country and
environment experiencing the history and culture of another country.
This Exchange Program brochure is prepared with the intention to give
as much useful information as possible on our offer towards international
visiting students. We, at IIM Ranchi, believe institutional partnerships are
an integral and important part of our thrust for internationalization.
IIM Ranchi prides itself in its carefully designed curriculum, a value-oriented approach and a holistically
nurturing environment. Our programmes are aimed at grooming students to enable them to face challenges
of the real world; to make them efficient leaders who are grounded and humble; and, to instil in them the
quest for excellence and not just for achievement. Having said that, with a pool of immensely talented
students, guided by the most competent and capable faculty, we are truly an institute with a difference. I
hope you will benefit from our wide curriculum, discover a new culture and new ways of life. Your exchange
period will allow you to build lifelong friendships.
One of the most important aspects at IIM Ranchi is the potential to deepen the experience of a student.
Beyond that the importance of international experience is an addition for a very practical reason: business
occurs in a global environment and effective management requires an empirical understanding of other
cultures.
IIM Ranchi has highly qualified and experienced full-time faculty from all functional domains. Faculty
members from reputed management institutes across the country and abroad are also invited to teach.
At IIM Ranchi, we encourage our students to take advantage of the opportunity for an international exchange
and take the chance to study abroad. It will broaden the career prospects and deepen the personal insight.
We look forward to welcoming international students from our respected partner schools, to take advantage
of the vibrant academic environment that we provide.
Best regards,
Prof. Debjani Ghosh
Faculty Coordinator
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WHY GO ON STUDENT EXCHANGE?

S

tudent exchange is a valuable programme
for students, as it is intended to
increase the students' knowledge and
understanding of other cultures. International
education helps students improve their language
and communication skills. Students who
study internationally develop a cross cultural
understanding of their studies, and learn to see
global events in perspective. This also brings
positive benefits for them in the workplace.


The exchange programme helps you to
broaden your knowledge and gain a new
learning perspective on your studies.



Students get an opportunity to opt for
courses which are new, or niche offerings;
or which follow an innovative pedagogy.



A single-term intensive programme helps
students to enhance their understanding
of different cultures, communities, and
languages.



Explore the world and make new friends
from around the world.



Recruiters value international exposure
gained from the exchange programme.

 BE PART OF THE EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME TO ENHANCE
CAREER PROSPECTS AND DEEPEN
PERSONAL INSIGHT
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

T

he Indian Institute of Management at Ranchi was established in 2010 by the Ministry of Human
Resources Development, Government of India with the support of the Government of Jharkhand.

IIM Ranchi offers two Post Graduate Programmes (PGP) in Management as two year full-time residential
programmes, viz. Master of Business Administration (MBA) and Master of Business Administration in
Human Resource Management (MBA-HRM). The academic year begins in June/July and ends in March/
April of the following year.
It also offers Post Graduate Programme in Management for Executives (PGEXP) and Doctoral Programme
in Management (Ph.D.). Currently, the combined strength of students of all four programmes is about 700.
IIM Ranchi has highly qualified and experienced full-time faculty from all functional domains. Faculty
members from reputed management institutes across the country and abroad are also invited to teach.
By the time of next student exchange in September 2021, IIM Ranchi would have moved to a sprawling
permanent campus, with state-of-the-art classrooms, student accommodation, and other campus facilities.
For more details please visit our website (www.iimranchi.ac.in).

 IIM RANCHI:
WHERE A CULTURE OF HUMILITY,
HONESTY & HARD WORK IS
CULTIVATED
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE

T

he International Relations Office (IRO) of IIM Ranchi
initiates the process for building global relationship
with various international institutes/universities of
repute through collaborations and by bilateral exchanges for
students and faculty to increase opportunities of teaching,
joint educational and research initiatives on topics of mutual
interest. It also focuses on reviewing agreements and
student exchange proposals, and negotiating partnership
agreements. It assists in building strong international
collaborative relationships that extend the Institute’s mission
and complements its internationalization strategy with
which we can explore mutually beneficial opportunities.
The first point of contact for the incoming students is the
Faculty Coordinator, IRO. The Coordinator provides assistance
to prospective international students and/or students from
abroad already studying at IIM Ranchi, as well as all students
at IIM Ranchi wishing to spend one trimester abroad. The IRO
serves as a base for the Institute’s international initiatives,
aimed at providing information, orientation, counselling and
overall assistance to all international students on campus
throughout their stay in Ranchi. The Office also acts as a
resource for individual international student, helping them to
adjust to their new cultural and social environments.

Prof. Debjani Ghosh
Faculty Coordinator
International Relations (Chairperson)
debjani.ghosh@iimranchi.ac.in

 BUILDING GLOBAL
RELATIONSHIP THROUGH
COLLABORATIONS
AND BY BILATERAL
EXCHANGES



Prof. Rajiv George Aricat
Faculty Coordinator
International Relations (Co-chairperson)
rajiv.aricat@iimranchi.ac.in
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)

T

he MBA programme has been divided into three segments – compulsory courses in the First Year,
summer internship in organizations for a period of 8 weeks during the months of April and May; and
elective courses in the Second Year.

Objectives
The MBA programme of IIM Ranchi is designed to achieve the following objectives:


Develop competence in participants to learn and adapt to the dynamic national and international
environments and strive for excellence.



Orient the participants to apply knowledge and understanding of theories and concepts from basic
disciplines and functional areas for creation, growth, and management of organizations.



Develop acumen to implement suitable strategies by critically analyzing both internal and external
organizational environment.



Understand various approaches and techniques relevant to the organizational processes, models
and practices.



Develop cultural sensitivity to appreciate diverse points of view in a global environment.



Exhibit high degree of integrity and ethics in behaviour.

Course Structure
The first year comprises of compulsory courses of 63 credits, spread across three terms (Terms I, II &
III) covering all functional domains of management. The core courses are aimed at providing contextual
understanding, conceptual knowledge, analytical skills, tools and techniques, social, cultural and
environmental sensitivity to form the base of the Programme. The courses are drawn from basic and
functional disciplines and delivered with a managerial focus that forms the driving force of management.
The second year comprises of elective
courses of 42-51 credits spread across
three terms (Terms IV, V & VI). The elective
courses help the participants to develop
deeper understanding of functional areas
of management. Students are allowed to
choose the courses of interest in the second
year. Students who want to acquire deeper
understanding of a topic or explore deeply
a narrow topic can also pursue a Course of
Independent Study (CIS) under the guidance
of a faculty member.

[7]
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MBA

I

n between the first and the second year, the students are required to compulsorily do a Summer Internship
Project (SIP), equivalent to 6 credits.

The total credit requirement across two years of MBA Programme is a minimum of 111 and a maximum of
120, including the Summer Internship Project.
Credit System
•

The curriculum requirements and the workload of a course are assessed in terms of course credit
points. One credit is equivalent to 10 contact hours with addition of about 30 hours of preparation
and post class work by the students.

•

All the courses are offered either as a full-credit (i.e. 3-credit) or half-credit (i.e. 1.5-credit) course.

•

Each 3-credit course has a minimum of 30 class contact hours spread over a term. Likewise, each
1.5 credit course has 15 class contact hours. The student workload for a 3-credit course is equivalent
to 120 hours, including 30 in-class contact hours. Similarly, the student workload for a 1.5 credit
course is 60 hours, which includes 15 class contact hours.

List of Electives
The area-wise list of elective courses offered in the Academic Year 2019-20 for MBA students, in their
second year, is given below:

List of Elective Courses
Accounting & Finance

Economics



Investment Management



Money, Banking and Finance



Project and Infrastructure Finance





Derivatives



Financial Econometrics

Pricing Strategy for Decision Making
(cross-listed with Strategic Management
Area)



Business Valuation



International Trade



Fixed Income Securities



India and World Economy



Private Equity and Venture Capital



Game Theory & Strategic Behaviour



Mergers and Acquisitions (cross-listed
with Strategic Management Area)



Data & Decision

Information Systems



Financial Risk Management



Financial Analytics



Data Mining & Predictive Analytics



Commodity Markets and Derivatives





Bank Management

Strategies for Information Systems
Management (cross-listed with Strategic
Management Area)
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Social Media & Cognitive Analytics



Dynamic Pricing and Revenue Management



Managing Innovation in the Digital Era



Operations Strategy



AI Applications in Business





Marketing
Analytics

E service Management (cross-listed with
Information System Area)



Supply Chain Analytics (cross-listed with
Information System Area)
Operations Analytics

Intelligence

&

Marketing



Neural Networks and Deep Learning



Fundamentals of Business Analytics and
Intelligence





E-Service Management (cross-listed with
Operation Management Area)

Organizational Behaviour & Human Resource
Management



Supply Chain Analytics (cross-listed with
Operation Management Area)



Negotiation and Conflict Management



Neuroscience for Personal Growth

Marketing Management

Strategy



Product & Brand Management



Competitive & Cooperative Strategy (CCS)



Integrated Marketing Communications



Corporate Strategy



Consumer Behaviour





Sales & Distribution Management



Marketing Analytics

Strategies for Information Systems
Management (cross-listed with Information
System Area)



Service Marketing



Simulations in Strategy



Digital Marketing



Industry and Competitive Analysis



Customer Relationship Management





Retail Management

Pricing Strategy for Decision Making (crosslisted with Economics Area)



Business to Business Marketing



Corporate Strategy and Governance in the
East and the West



Sports & Entertainment Marketing



Strategic Change and Transformation



Strategic Marketing



Strategy Consulting



Strategic Management of Innovation &
Technology (SMIT)

Operations Management


Supply Chain Management



Project Management





Data Analytics for Decision Making in
Business

Mergers & Acquisitions (cross-listed with
Accounting & Finance Area)



Applied Theory in Strategy and Competition



Service Operations Management



Strategic Alliances



Procurement and Materials Management



Management Consulting



Decision making tools and techniques for
managers



Corporate Entrepreneurship & New Venture
Planning
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MBA IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMEGNT (MBA-HRM)

T

he programme has been divided into three segments—Compulsory courses in the First Year, summer
internship in organizations for a period of 8 weeks during the months of April and May; and elective
courses in the Second Year.

Objectives
The objective of the MBA-HRM at IIM Ranchi is to create HR Professionals who have the competencies to:
a)

Understand the business of the organization and its drivers;

b)

Understand the connect between business and HR deliverables;

c)

Understand the role of self in building acceptance, credibility and respect in the organization;

d)

Understand employees and their mindset so as to weave a relationship between their aspirations
and organizational demand;

e)

Lead or contribute in the formulation and implementation of best-in-class human resource practices
in their organization; and

f)

Take on a strategic role in the development and accomplishment of organizational goals and
objectives.

Overall, IIM Ranchi seeks to create real, credible and business oriented HR professionals with well-honed
competencies to manage and lead both people and business.
Course Structure
MBA-HRM first year and second year course load is divided more or less equally. First year comprises of
63 credits and second year comprises of 48 credits. First year courses are aimed at providing contextual
understanding, conceptual knowledge, analytical skills, tools and techniques, social, cultural and
environmental sensitivity to form the base. The courses are drawn from basic and functional disciplines
and are delivered with a managerial focus that form the driving force of management. The Second year
courses help the participants to develop deeper understanding of functional areas of HRM. Students who
want to acquire deeper understanding of a topic or explore deeply a narrow topic can pursue it as a Course
of Independent Study (CIS) under the guidance of a faculty member.
Credit System
a)

The curriculum requirements and the workload of a course are assessed in terms of course credit
points. One credit is equivalent to 10 contact hours with addition of about 30 hours of preparation
and post class work by the students.

b)

All the courses are offered either as 3-credit or 1.5-credit course.

c)

Each 3-credit course has a minimum of 30 class contact hours spread over a term. Likewise, each
1.5 credit course has 15 class contact hours.

[10]
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The student workload for a 3-credit course is equivalent to 120 hours, including 30 in-class contact hours.
Similarly, the student workload for a 1.5 credit course is 60 hours, which includes 15 class contact hours.
List of Courses
The list of courses offered in the Academic Year 2019-20 for MBA-HRM students, in their second year, is
given in the following page.

[11]
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List of Elective Courses


Industrial Disputes and Welfare Legislations



Human Resource Information System



Training & Career Development



Global HRM



Performance Appraisal and Management



Competency Management



Strategic Staffing



HR Analytics



Total Rewards Management



Social Security Legislations II



Occupational Testing and Measurement





Negotiation and Conflict Management

HR decision
Neuroscience



Social Security Legislations I



HR Branding Value Proposition



Sustainable HRM

making:

Insights

from

Grading System
IIM Ranchi follows a grading system with maximum CGPA of 10. In each course, a grade-point and
corresponding letter grade is assigned, as given below:
Letter Grade and Corresponding Grade Point
Letter Grade

Grade point

A+

10

A

9

A-

8

B+

7

B

6

B-

5

C+

4

C

3

C-

2

D

1

F

0
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T

he IIM Ranchi library is known as “Athenaeum
– The Learning Resource Centre”. It is a stateof-the-art-library with a mixed collection
of both print and electronic format, which include
books, journals, databases, CDs/DVDs, e-journals,
reports, etc. The Learning Resource Centre plays a
very important role in providing information services
for the academic community in its intellectual
pursuits.
Information Technology
State-of-the- art Information Technology tools take care of the computing and communication needs of
IIM Ranchi. Five Rack Mounting servers with necessary accessories host a variety of servers including
IIM Ranchi’s website. Check Point Firewall handles Intrusion Detection and Prevention, Content and
Application Filtering, besides managing Antivirus, Antispyware, and Gateway Anti-spam etc. All servers
have Microsoft Windows Server licence and Red Hat Linux enterprise licence. Every computer in the
computer lab has Windows 7 and is equipped with antivirus as well as laser printer and scanner.
The network backbone is designed with Single Mode Fibre Optics cable. The academic block is internally
connected through Wi-Fi as well as wired LAN (10 Mbps 1:1 internet bandwidth) to support round the clock
access to the resources on the network.
The remotely located student hostel is connected to the academic block through a Virtual Private Network
(VPN). The hostel area also has 24×7 network access through Wi-Fi as well as wired LAN (20 Mbps 1:1
internet bandwidth) and is equipped with network printer.
Recently, IIM Ranchi has become part of the National Knowledge Network (NKN) – a state-of-the-art PanIndia network implemented by the National Informatics Centre (NIC). The NKN provides 1 Gbps connectivity
out of which 100 Mbps is allocated for Internet bandwidth and the rest for Intranet bandwidth to provide
interuniversity and NKN pool connectivity.

[13]
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CLASSROOMS

T

he academic block consists of aesthetically designed classrooms equipped with all the required
modern facilities. We at IIM Ranchi believe that the process of teaching can be enhanced with
the use of technology. It aids the students by giving them a better understanding of concepts and
gives an extra edge by providing means to visualize the concept being taught. Hence, the classrooms are
equipped with computers, projectors, modern sound systems, OHPs and other audio-visual tools. The
entire academic block is equipped with Wi-Fi internet connectivity.

[14]
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STUDENT BLOCK

T

he Student Block of IIM Ranchi is located at the Khelgaon Complex in the outskirts of Ranchi. The
cool, calm and pleasant weather, lots of greenery and the hostel’s location away from the hustle
and bustle of the city provides a colourful and vibrant ambiance, making it ideal for student life. The
housing facility at IIM Ranchi is at par with the best in the world. It consists of separate blocks for girls and
boys. IIM Ranchi is one of the few institutes which have fully Wi-Fi enabled campus. The housing facility
consists of a mix of three bedroom and four bedroom shared flats that are fully furnished, serviced and are
installed with five star facilities. Each block consists of a mess and a canteen which remain open for nearly
20 hours a day and a dispensary for medical concerns. Each floor of the block is installed with common
announcement system.

[15]
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INFORMATION FOR EXCHANGE STUDENTS
Academic Information
Course Choices and Registration

I

IM Ranchi offers electives in multiple domains of
management. All courses are of the post graduate level.

Exchange students have the same freedom in course
selection as regular students. The students are encouraged
to go through the detailed course outlines and make
selection of the courses.
The student has to pre-register for the elective courses of
his/her choice from the list, which will be sent to them.
An elective course is offered if it meets the minimum
subscription condition during the bidding process, which
normally takes place in the last week of July or 1st week of
August. It is not possible to guarantee that the student will
be allotted the courses he/she has opted for. In case any
of the course chosen by the student is not offered, student
can choose other course(s) that shall finally be offered in
that term, depending on the result of the bidding process.
Nonetheless, IRO tries its best to allot the courses based on
the choices provided by the student.

 Student Exchange
Programme (STEP) is open only
for masters’ students,
who are in their final year
of study with good cumulative
grade point average (CGPA).
Undergraduate students
are not eligible to apply.



After obtaining confirmation from the student regarding the
course allotment, IRO freezes the same and any further
requests for change of courses are not entertained.
Workload for Exchange Students
They can take courses offered by the institute to Master
of Business Administration (MBA) student as per the
requirement of their home Institute.

[16]
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Academic Information
Term Dates (including final exams)
Term-V: Last week of August or 1st week of September till 1st week of December
Note: We welcome exchange students in limited numbers in Term IV and VI as well. Details are available
upon request.
Availability of Course Listings
End-June or early July for Term-V (September to December)
Contact IRO for the timeline of course listings for Term IV and VI.
Pedagogy
Lectures, case study based sessions, group work / assignments
Attendance
Class attendance is mandatory, shortfall in attendance may lead to grade fall. Students must maintain
regular and punctual attendance in courses. Instructors have the authority to mandate procedures to monitor
attendance, penalize students from non-attendance and ensure that student behaviour is conducive to
teaching and learning. Late-comers will not be given attendance in the class. No student is permitted to
go on leave during the Term.
To accommodate elective courses, sometimes, classes may be scheduled until late evenings and during
weekends. Therefore, the students are required to spend their time in the campus during the term.
All leave of absence, unless and until the absence is warranted by medical emergency, must be authorized
in advance and in writing by the Chairperson of the programme in prescribed format and submitted to the
Administrative Officer (PGP).
Participation
Class participation is part of a student’s final grade in courses.
Language of Instruction
The language of instruction for all courses is English. Hence, exchange students need to be proficient in
English. A certificate to this effect is required to be submitted along with the application.
Examinations
Format of examination varies. Final examinations are generally held in the last week of the term.
Exchange students are expected to take exams along with regular students. No permission is given for
change of exam date(s).

[17]
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Students have the responsibility to stay at IIM Ranchi until they have completed all examinations.
Transcript of Records
The hard copy of transcript will be sent to the home institution by the end of February the following year for
the September-December term (Term V). Contact IRO for the timeline of sending transcripts of other terms.
Deadline for Nominations


Term-V (September-December): May 15

For information on the nomination deadlines for other terms, contact IRO.
Nomination for Exchange Programme
Incoming students need to apply for the Student Exchange Programme (STEP) through their International
Relations Office in the prescribed application form of IIM Ranchi. Exchange students get enrolled in the
Post-graduate level courses.
Application
Detailed application form will be emailed to the partner institute after receiving nomination of students.
Acceptance of Nomination
Once nominations along with the filled-in application and supporting documents are received through
e-mail, the partner institute will be informed about acceptance of nomination approximately two weeks
after the application deadline.
Scanned copy of Letter of Admission will be sent to the student through e-mail and the original will be sent
by courier.
Expected Arrival Date
3 Days before the start of the term

[18]
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Useful Information
Orientation Dates
Two days before the start of the term
Visa Details
It is mandatory for all incoming students to arrive in India on a Student Visa. Students need to ensure they
have the visa when they reach India. For details on Indian Visa regulations and requirement please refer
to: http://indianvisaonline.gov.in/visa/
Legal Formalities
The incoming exchange students are required to submit a copy of their Passport and Visa to Foreign
Regional Registration Office (FRRO) for notification with a letter giving details of their arrival and departure.
Also, need to fill Form-A, and submit it to FRRO.
Tuition Fee
No tuition fee is charged from the students of partner institutions coming on exchange to IIM Ranchi. The
Tuition Fee is to be paid at the Home Institute.
Hostel
The hostel is located in Khelgaon, which is around 11 kms from the institute. It is away from the humdrum
of city life to offer a serene and natural environment to all students.


It is mandatory for all students to stay in hostel.



The students are accommodated in Single Room in a 2 or 3-bedroom flat with 1 or 2 common rest
room(s).



Other facilities include a gymnasium, swimming pool, a bank and post office.



Students are expected to vacate the hostel room within 3 days from the last date of their examination.

[19]
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Exchange students will be responsible for all of their expenses including living expenses, transportation
costs, medical insurance and book purchase during their stay at IIM Ranchi.
A total amount of INR 90,000/- is to be paid with the Accounts Office in the 1st week of student’s arrival
(see the details below).
Housing & Meals: Hostel & Mess
The students are required to pay INR 66,000/- with the Accounts Office in the 1st week of their arrival
@ INR 22,000/- per month for hostel accommodation and mess facilities. Students can have food in
students’ mess where Indian food is served.
Text Book & Course Materials
INR 24,000/- is to be paid with the Accounts Office of the institute, for the entire duration of the term,
towards text books, course material, library facilities, etc. in the 1st week of the student’s arrival.
Insurance
To be undertaken by the student.
Other expenses
As per the need of the student.
Laptop
All students are required to bring their own laptops.
Mobile Phone Handset
Prepaid SIM cards are easily available in Ranchi and the SIM cards should work with any GSM mobile
phone handset.
Medicine
Your regular medicines, if any, for the three months of your stay.
Electric Converter/adapter
The plug points at IIM Ranchi are calibrated to use 240 V round pins. If your laptop adapters and mobile
phone chargers are incompatible to these standards, bring electric converters along with you. Electrical
heaters, stove, etc. are prohibited on campus.
Transport
Arranged by the Institute for commuting between the hostel & Institute free of charge.

[20]
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To be purchased if the student is not covered by his/her medical insurance (purchased in home country).
All exchange students are strongly encouraged to avail health insurance from their home country, which
covers medical repatriation for the full Term. They may also be required to take preventive vaccination(s).
Other Expenses
As per the need of the student.
No Dues Certificate
Submission of “No Dues Certificate” to the IRO is mandatory before leaving the campus, failing which
academic transcripts will be withheld until all the dues are cleared and the “No Dues Certificate” is
submitted to the IRO.
DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED
Electronically
1.

Duly filled-in IIM Ranchi registration form received by the candidate by email.

2.

Scanned copy of passport pages showing date of birth, nationality and address.

3.

Official transcripts of all the courses completed to date by the candidate in his/her current programme.

4.

English Language Proficiency certificate from the concerned authority of the Institute.

During Registration
1.

Letter from the Home Institute nominating the student

2.

Copy of Identity Card of Home Institute

3.

Filled-in Personal Data Form with Passport Size Photograph affixed

4.

Photocopy of the Invitation letter (duly signed by the incoming student)

5.

Original Filled-in Application Form (copy sent by the office)

6.

6 passport size photographs

7.

Photocopy of Passport, Visa, Health Insurance & vaccinations taken

8.

Certificate from notary/competent authority stating no legal cases pending against the student

9.

Photocopy of Medical & Travel Insurance

10.

Filled-in application (Form-A) for FRRO (Foreigner Regional Registration Office)

[21]
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TESTIMONIALS

M

y exchange Program to IIM Ranchi? It was a wonderful
experience that I will never forget!
I always had a desire to discover India, its traditions, its
customs … and what better way to do this than by joining a
prestigious IIM for 3 months? My wish has come true and I
want to specially thank all the students I met here and who
made my time in India an amazing adventure! Everybody
was very welcoming and helpful! Everybody here was very
open to the conversation, and was happy to share with us
their history and their culture. Students at IIM Ranchi were
proud to teach us Indian traditions and to explain to us the
meaning of the different celebrations! For instance, I had
the opportunity to celebrate my first Diwali in India! I was
glad to wear traditional clothes and to dance with the whole
campus at the background noise of crackers!
I had the chance to totally integrate into the academic life
in Ranchi and it is thanks to all the students in the hostel,
senior or junior! Such a good memory it is to have won the
IIM football championship for example!
Furthermore, if at the beginning someone is scared to lose
their initial comfort by doing an exchange program on the
other side of the world, it is not the case because we were
well taken care of by the IIM administration, which made its
best to make us feel comfortable! The food is tasty and the
facilities are cosy! Concerning the courses and the faculties,
teachers are very interesting and know how to make the
class dynamic and rewarding! Besides, we could enjoy
holidays to travel around India and discover new places,
new landscapes and new people!
Finally, I want to thank International Relations Office from
IIM Ranchi and from EMLYON Business School, because it
is thanks to you that the dream came true. This experience
was very enriching!
I strongly encourage students to apply for this exchange
program and utilize the opportunity to live here. Those
memories are indelibly imprinted in my mind!
Namaste,
Basile (EMLYON - 2017)

 EVERYBODY HERE WAS VERY
OPEN TO THE CONVERSATION,
AND WAS HAPPY TO SHARE
WITH US THEIR HISTORY AND
THEIR CULTURE.
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TESTIMONIALS

I

was both excited and scared to go on exchange on the other
side of the world, because little did I know that I would have
the time of my life. I never expected to have seen so much
of India. At first, I want to thank from the bottom of the heart,
all the student I met here. All of them were amazing sharing
all their experience and their culture from all the parts of
this huge country. They did so many little things for me that
made my exchange more than perfect. I can proudly say
that nowhere in the world will anyone find more welcoming
people. I will never forget them nor forget what we shared.
It is obvious to say that my exchange was an amazing
experience. At IIM, courses and faculties were so interesting.
In addition, the administration made its best to make our
stay as comfortable as possible.
As soon as I get the chance I will go back to see them all and
discover more this beautiful country. I have only one more
thing to say, and that is 'a big huge thank you' to Janaki and
International Relations Office and my School, Audencia,
none of this would ever have been able to happen.
I will never forget my exchange to Ranchi.
Namaste.
Alex (Audencia -2016)
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 I CAN PROUDLY SAY
THAT NOWHERE IN THE WORLD
WILL ANYONE FIND MORE
WELCOMING PEOPLE.
I WILL NEVER FORGET THEM
NOR FORGET WHAT WE
SHARED.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Student Council

T

he “Council for Student Affairs, Indian Institute of Management Ranchi” derives its powers from
the Student Association (SA) and is the decision making authority in matters regarding the SA. The
Council and its office-bearers work in accordance with the guidelines defined by the constitution and
communicate this purpose to all the students, faculty, staff and administration of IIMR.
The Council, in its entirety, consists of the following nine members:


The President



The Secretary



The Corporate Relations & Placement Cell Representative



The Academic Representative



The Alumni and Student Relations Representative



The Cultural Representative



The Sports Representative



The Media and Public Relations Representative



The Student Facilities Representative



The Technology Representative
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STUDENT COMMITTEES

T

he student committees form an integral part of our Institute. The committees complement the
academic life at IIM Ranchi and ensure the high standard of excellence expected of the batch. Every
year, this baton is passed on to the incoming batch. The student body of IIM Ranchi has formed nine
committees to address all concerns of the students and act as an intermediary between the administration
and the students.
1. Academic Committee; 2. Alumni and International Relations (AIR) Committee; 3. Corporate Relations
and Placement Committee; 4. Cultural Committee; 5. Information Technology Committee; 6. Media and
Public Relations Committee; 7. Sports Committee; 8. Student Facilities Committee; and, 9. Visual Branding
and Content Body.
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Academic Committee
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Academics form the core of any educational institution. The Academic Committee of IIM Ranchi is the
student committee that acts as a link between the students, the faculty and the administration. It is the
students' voice for all academic related matters. It makes recommendations related to course content,
scheduling of classes, elective auctioning, academic policies and procedures. The academic committee
also helps identify different workshops based on current trends that can be conducted taking cognizance
of the course curriculum. The academic committee also identifies renowned leaders in different domains
and organises leadership speak series. Members of the academic committee also act as the class
representatives and help in managing everyday activities related to sessions.
Alumni and International Relations (AIR) Committee
A large portion of a B-School’s reputation can be attributed to the success of its alumni in the corporate
world. They always cherish the two years spent at their alma mater, the place which made them battleready for the corporate. Also, an international exposure to students in a B-School goes a long way in
drilling down intercultural consciousness into a student. The job of the committee is to take note and work
on the interest of IIM Ranchi alumni as well as forge relationships with the best B-Schools from all over the
world for the purpose of Student Exchange Programmes.
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Corporate Relations and Placement Committee

The Placement Committee at IIM Ranchi consists of members from both first year and second year
students. The role of the Placement Committee is to foster corporate relations, and conduct the summer
and final placement process.
Cultural Committee
The Cultural Committee is an attempt to encourage the vibrant persona of the students by offering them
a platform to showcase their passion for extra-curricular activities including music, dancing, acting,
painting, writing and photography. The Committee takes the lead in organizing 'Rush', the Inter B-School
Cultural and Sports Fest of IIM Ranchi. Scheduled in November every year, Rush sees the channelling
of exemplary talent from across the country to IIM Ranchi to compete against the best. The Committee
takes the initiative in organizing festival celebrations in the campus including, Independence and Republic
Day Celebrations, Dahi Handi during Janmashtmi, Ganesh Chaturthi, Holi Party, Dandiya, Deepavali
Celebrations and Christmas Carol. The Committee also facilitates the operation of a number of clubs in
campus, including the Music club, the Dance club and the Dramatics club.

A mesmerizing view of the student hostel
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Information Technology Committee

The Information Technology Committee caters to the IT needs of the students. The committee manages
the network, portal, student servers, etc. The committee also serves to provide technical support for
all major events held in the campus. Moreover, the IT Committee serves to meet all student needs for
software, e-books, journals, educational documentaries, etc.
Media & Public Relations Committee
The Media PR cell is in the business of perception management. The members of this committee shoulder
the responsibility of upholding the brand image of the institution in the eyes of the world. It is this committee
which helps in positioning the institute in the public domain. All the branding activities of the college are
marketed by the committee. The Media PR cell is the sole point of contact between the media and the
institute. The committee also seeks to establish a tradition of exchange of ideas and foster a culture of
reading.
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Sports Committee
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The Sports Committee at IIM Ranchi is responsible
for facilitating all sporting events of the institute.
The enthusiasm for students in sports has driven
the committee to organize sporting events, such as
Futsal, RPL, etc. all throughout the academic year.
The committee conducted various sports events
such as Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Chess,
Carom and athletics during RUSH’19 — The sports
and cultural festival of IIM Ranchi and IGNATIA –
The eastern IIM sports meet.
Student Facilities Committee
Popularly known as SFC amongst the IIM Ranchi fraternity, the Committee is responsible for providing
the daily facilities to the students. Its work is mainly concerned with logistics issues of the institute, most
important being the day-to-day food and travel arrangements. Apart from the mess and travel arrangements,
SFC is also responsible for general maintenance issues related to the hostel and the college building, as
well as the newspaper and magazine subscriptions of the students.
Visual Branding and Content Body
IIMR Visual Branding and Content Body follows the principles of attitude branding to develop and
maintain the brand image of this deemed institution. It provides a definite structure to the content design
and branding divisions of the institute by strategizing, conceptualising, designing, and developing the
branding and content marketing tools for all the flagship events and promotional activities of the institute.

“Students from B-schools and Tech
schools across India participate in the
Street Play during RUSH.”
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STUDENT CLUBS

I

n addition to the above committees, the diverse interests of the students have facilitated the evolution of
various student clubs resulting in a vibrant atmosphere. The clubs cater to all student interests and each
club encourages participation by organizing a multitude of events all through the calendar year. These
are:
1. Conundrum: Consulting Club; 2. E-Cell: Entrepreneurship Cell; 3. Finesse: Finance Club; 4. HiRe: HR
Club; 5. Literary Club; 6. Marquess: Marketing Club; 7. Samarpan Club; 8. Sankriya: Operations Club.
The club fraternity organizes the annual business conclave RADIX. This is a gathering of leading industrialists
across various domains who come together to share their ideas on a central theme. It provides a platform for
students to learn from successful industry stalwarts and gain practical insights in the world of competition.
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Consulting Club
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Conundrum, the Consulting club of IIM Ranchi, aims to facilitate a seamless transition from B-school
environment to a successful career in Management. The Club strives to provide students with ample
opportunities for learning, exposure, and interaction with the consulting industry. Conundrum aims to
provide solutions to the problems faced by various large, medium and small sector industries by organizing
competitions and facilitating practical application of classroom concepts by students.
Through various sessions and workshops, the club tries to develop innovative problem solving approach
among the students. Conundrum helps to arrange industry live projects for the students and organizes
inter and intra college case study events in coordination with the other specific interest groups of IIM
Ranchi. Conundrum also organizes lectures by industry stalwarts to provide insight into the industry for
IIM Ranchi students.
The club conducted Symvoulous (Inter-College Case study Competition), Rajneeti (Inter-College War
Strategy Competition), and Cricket Mandi (Inter-College Player Bidding Competition) during AGON’19 —
The management fest of IIM Ranchi.
Entrepreneurship Cell
E-Cell at IIM Ranchi is devoted to the cause of promoting entrepreneurship among students. The E-cell
endeavours to encourage and nurture the culture of entrepreneurship in the society by inviting various
eminent entrepreneurs and speakers to share their experiences along with the business plan workshops,
case studies and knowledge camps which are conducted throughout the year. The E-cell aims at bringing
familiarity with the traits that are essential for an entrepreneur – who would further help our society grow.
Ideas, Passion, Vision, and Resilience are at the core of learning and the club tries to nurture the same in
students.
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The club was responsible for conducting Systématique Entrepreneurship (Social B-Plan event), and Encase
(An intra-college competition based on designing business tag line) during AGON’19 — The management
fest of IIM Ranchi.
Finance Club
The Finance Club of IIM Ranchi is a student-driven club which aims at continuously enhancing the financial
knowledge quotient of the students by conducting various Inter and Intra-college events like Business
Simulation games, Online Trading Events, Business Valuation Case Studies and regular financial quizzes.
The club has also started an IIMR40 portfolio which covers 40 top performing stocks from the Large-Cap,
Mid-Cap and Small-Cap segments. The IIMR40 Index aims at delivering consistent returns and beating
NIFTY on a regular basis. The companies are chosen by thorough fundamental and technical analysis
done by the Club members which helps in enriching the knowledge of the students along with ensuring
practical application of the financial concepts.
The club is also in the process of creating a Credit rating model which will evaluate the credit worthiness
of BSE 500 companies and give a suitable rating to them. This gives students an opportunity to analyse
different companies using important growth parameters and get hands on experience of ratio analysis.
The club successfully conducted the event PLUTUS (Inter-college Valuation competition), Fin-O-surge
(Inter-college quiz competition) and Open outcry trading.
HR Club
HiRe is the pioneer club of Human Resources Management at Indian Institute of Management Ranchi,
established for the overall development and understanding of HR among management professionals.
HiRe aims at the development of HR professionals by providing them the right platform where they can
meet, network, share, learn and implement the best practices, trends and knowledge.
Students from B-schools across India participate in
AGON, the annual management fest of IIM Ranchi
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The club also organizes HR conclave, IIM Ranchi’s flagship HR event, where industry experts from all over
the world visit and exchange their views and latest advancements in human resources. The event forms a
platform for the enrichment of knowledge on the current industry trends and a venue to learn more about
the requirements posed to a budding HR professional by the ever-changing human relation dynamics.
Apart from this, HiRe also organizes Vorstand, an inter B-school case study and simulated board room
meeting competition as well as BrainStorm, an inter B-school quiz competition.
HR club conducted three events during AGON’19, namely Vorstand (Inter B-School Simulation-based
Business Case Study Challenge), Maneuver (Inter-B School Recruitment and Selection-based Case Study)
and the Final Stint (Inter B-School Creative HR Competition).
Literary Club
“Medicine, Law, Business, Engineering…these are noble pursuits and necessary to sustain life. But poetry,
beauty, romance, love…. these are what we stay alive for”- Robin Williams, Dead Poets Society.
This club strives to instil and promote a culture of literary appreciation, amongst the students of IIM Ranchi.
Some of the common events periodically organized by this committee include Cinema Paradiso, Moonlight
Serenade, Terra Nullis, and Infinite Jest, Spin a Yarn etc.
The club was responsible for conducting Ignis (National Level creative writing competition), Exponentia
(National Level fanfiction writing competition), Terra Nullius (National Level debate competition) and
Cinema Paradiso (Film Festival) during AGON’19 — The management fest of IIM Ranchi.

Students in their thinking hats at the
flagship ‘Crack the Case’ competition
sponsored by OLA Cabs
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Marketing Club
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Marquess, the Marketing Club of IIM Ranchi, works towards fostering an interest and passion for sales
and marketing among students and helps enthusiasts hone their skills. Its aim is to facilitate the exposure
of students to various marketing concepts and strategies, thus cultivating a culture of holistic learning
through participation. The club carries out a wide range of activities which includes the release of fortnightly
newsletter covering the latest happenings in the field of marketing and sales around the world. Marquess
Yearly magazine publishes articles written by students on their views about what’s happening around the
globe. It also contains excerpts of interviews with industry stalwarts. The club also hosts MarCase, the
flagship event of the club, which provides the participants with an opportunity to showcase their useful
and implementable ideas. The club also hosts an intra-college Video Ad Making competition. The club
received ads from various genres with a total of 30 on-screen actors and huge off-screen efforts. Apart
from the above, the club also conducted Article Writing & Print Ad making competitions to bring out the
creative side of students.
The club was responsible for conducting MarCase (Case Study competition), and Agora, and Sab Biktahai
(The Ad making events) during AGON’19 — The management fest of IIM Ranchi.
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Samarpan Club
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Samarpan is the social responsibility club of IIM Ranchi and its initiatives have been forged through
partnership with corporates and government interventions. As the name suggests, “Samarpan” is a
homage to all those who have demonstrated commendable spirit and courage to take the cause of mankind
forward and a show of solidarity to those who have been victimized or have suffered due to the sharp
divide that exists in our society. The club has taken several initiatives like SAMVID (cleanliness awareness
to motivate the rural people to keep the environment clean), Education Awareness, volunteer to Teach,
Subheecha, book donation to Vikas Bharti, Sankalp, National Conference on Inclusive and Impactful CSR,
Bapu, quiz, blood donation camp, Swachh Bharat (Clean India) Drive, Zero Food Wastage Challenge etc.
since its inception.
The club was responsible for conducting S-Quiz (Social Quiz) and Samadhaan (Case Study Competition)
during AGON’19 — The management fest of IIM Ranchi.
Sankriya: Operations Club
Sankriya, the Operations Club of IIM Ranchi, derives its name from a Sanskrit word meaning “Activity”.
The club was formed in 2011 through the enthusiasm and energy of the students for knowledge sharing
and for having interactions with the corporate world, other premier B-Schools and with Operations
enthusiasts in general. Apart from the regular gamut of activities like quizzes, case study competitions,
panel discussions, corporate presentations, facilitating certifications (6 sigma, CSCP), the club tries to
dispel the age old presumptions of Operations being a dull field, through innovative events and adding
colour to most regular activities.
The club was responsible for conducting Crack the Case (Case Study competition) and Biz Sim (Business
Simulation competition) during AGON’19 — The management fest of IIM Ranchi.
Toastmasters IIM Ranchi
Toastmasters IIM Ranchi, District 41, Area H-2, is an independent educational club operating under
Toastmasters International for the purpose of helping members improve their communication, public
speaking and leadership skills.
Toastmasters IIM Ranchi is a “Distinguished Club" among all the IIMs and is the winner of the "Fantastic
Five" award by the Toastmasters International 2019.
Toastmasters International also offers coveted, industry-recognized certifications in the areas of
communication and leadership, along with opportunities of growth.

Students share the joy of different festivals all year round.
The Institute is a home away from home for the students.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Dr. Shailendra Singh
Director
director@iimranchi.ac.in
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Prof. Debjani Ghosh
Faculty Coordinator
International Relations (Chairperson)
debjani.ghosh@iimranchi.ac.in

Prof. Rajiv George Aricat
Faculty Coordinator
International Relations (Cochairperson)
rajiv.aricat@iimranchi.ac.in

Prof. Pradeep Kumar Bala
Chairperson, PGP
chair.pgdm@iimranchi.ac.in

Dr. Piyali Ghosh
Chairperson, MBA-HRM
chair.mbahr@iimranchi.ac.in

Prof. T Sai Vijay
Chairperson, FPM
chair.fpm@iimranchi.ac.in

Prof. Anand
Chairperson, PGEXP
chair.pgexp@iimranchi.ac.in

Mr. Jayanta Tripathy
Librarian
library@iimranchi.ac.in

Mr. Asis Chakraborty
Administrative Officer-PGP
officer.programme@iimranchi.ac.in

Mr. Krishna Chandran RM
System Administrator
system.admin@iimranchi.ac.in

Mr. Sushil Kumar
International Relations Coordinator
office.iro@iimranchi.ac.in
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ABOUT RANCHI

R

anchi is the capital of the Eastern Indian state, Jharkhand. The climate is generally mild and cool
during summers (April-June) and moderately cold in winters (November-January). Ranchi has
various attractions of historical importance to make it a popular tourist destination, which include
waterfalls, hills, and lush green valleys (http://www.ranchi.nic.in). The city is well connected with other
metro cities like Mumbai, Delhi and Kolkata by air and train.

The city of Ranchi is located at an altitude of 654 meters above sea level on the plateau of Ranchi. As
part of Bihar, it used to be the summer capital from the time of the British Raj because of its cool and
salubrious climate. Temperatures range from 20°C to 37°C in the summer and 6°C to 22°C in winter. The
Subarnarekha River flows by the side of the city.
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